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Fat deposition decreases diffusion parameters at MRI:
a study in phantoms and patients with liver steatosis
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Abstract
Purpose Assess the effect of fat deposition on the MRI
diffusion coefficients in lipid emulsion-based phantoms
and patients with proven isolated liver steatosis.
Materials and methods Diffusion-weighted MRI with 11 b
values from 0–500 s/mm2 was performed in phantoms
(fat fractions 0–18 %) with and without fat suppression

and in 19 patients with normal liver (n014) or isolated
liver steatosis (n05) proven by histopathology. The ap-
parent, pure and perfusion-related diffusion coefficients
and the perfusion fraction were measured. Spearman
correlation coefficient and Mann–Whitney U test were
used for comparisons.
Results A strong correlation between the apparent and pure
diffusion coefficients and fat fractions was seen in phan-
toms. The pure diffusion coefficient decreased significantly
in patients with liver steatosis (0.96±0.16×10-3 mm2/s versus
1.18±0.09×10-3 mm2/s in normal liver, P00.005), whereas
the decrease in apparent diffusion coefficient did not reach
statistical significance (1.26±0.25×10-3 mm2/s versus 1.41±
0.14×10-3 mm2/s in normal liver, P00.298).
Conclusions Fat deposition decreases the apparent and
pure diffusion coefficients in lipid emulsion-based phan-
toms and patients with isolated liver steatosis proven by
histopathology.
Key Points
• Magnetic resonance imaging is increasingly used to
quantify hepatic fibrosis.

• Lipid phantoms show inverse correlations between
diffusion coefficients and fat fractions.

• The pure diffusion coefficient decreases in patients with
isolated liver steatosis.

• Steatosis may be a confounding factor when measuring
the liver diffusion parameters.
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Chronic liver diseases are frequent causes of morbidity and
mortality in the Western countries. In a recent screening
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study performed in a general population older than 45 years,
liver fibrosis related to unsuspected chronic liver disease
was detected in 7.5 % of the subjects and cirrhosis in about
1 % [1]. The most frequent causes of chronic liver diseases
encountered were nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD),
alcoholic liver disease and viral hepatitis C and B [1]. Among
these, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease is a major healthcare
problem since excessive liver fat is detected in one third of the
United States adult population [2, 3].

Recently, various imaging methods, including diffusion-
weighted magnetic resonance imaging, have emerged as
potential biomarkers for chronic liver disease [2, 4]. Prior
studies have shown that chronic liver diseases are associated
with a decrease of the diffusion coefficients. This has been
related to progressive fibrosis, inflammation and decreased
perfusion [5–9]. Liver steatosis is also frequently observed
in patients with liver fibrosis, especially in patients with
nonalcoholic and alcoholic liver diseases and viral hepatitis
C and B [10, 11].

However, only few and conflicting data are available
regarding the influence of liver steatosis on the diffusion
parameters. In most reported studies liver steatosis is con-
sidered not to restrict diffusion [5, 12, 13]. Two recent
studies performed in patients and rats suggested a relation-
ship between steatosis and diffusion [14, 15]. However,
because no liver biopsies were obtained in the patient study,
the effect of confounding factors such as fibrosis and in-
flammation on the diffusion measurements could not be
assessed. In the animal study, biopsies were obtained, but
a multivariate analysis of the influence of steatosis, inflam-
mation and fibrosis on the diffusion measurements was not
performed. Therefore, the purpose of our study was to
assess the effect of fat deposition on the MRI diffusion
coefficients, in lipid emulsion-based phantoms and in
patients with normal liver and with isolated liver steatosis
without any other confounding factor as confirmed by
histopathology.

Materials and methods

Lipid emulsion-based phantom study

The phantoms consisted of 50-ml tubes containing a con-
stant amount of 5 ml of gelatin used as a solidification agent.
To obtain the various fat fractions in the phantoms, we
progressively increased the added amount of a lipid emul-
sion of refined olive oil (16 %) and soybean oil (4 %)
(ClinOleic 20 %, Baxter, Maurepas, France) in each tube
and decreased the added amount of water in parallel. The
final fractions of fat in the phantoms ranged from 0 to 18 %
(0 %, 3 %, 5 %, 7 %, 9 %, 12 %, 14 %, 16 %, 18 %). Fat
droplets inside the phantoms had a mean diameter of

0.6 μm, which is similar to that of fat droplets within the
hepatocyte cytoplasm (about 1 μm) [16, 17].

The phantoms were imaged using 1.5 T MR (Intera,
Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) with a
four-element surface coil. Diffusion-weighted magnetic res-
onance imaging was performed without and with a fat
suppression scheme (Spectral Presaturation with Inversion
Recovery) using a single-shot echo-planar acquisition and
the following parameters: repetition time/echo time 305/
57 ms, matrix 80×80 pixels, 250-mm field of view, 3
transverse slices, slice thickness 4 mm, 11 b values (0,
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 150, 300 and 500 s/mm2),
20 averages and 3 directions. The acquisition time was
3 min 30 s.

Patient study

This retrospective clinical study was approved by the review
board at our institution and informed consent was waived.
Patients who underwent magnetic resonance imaging for the
assessment of a liver tumour between June 2010 and March
2011 were identified for this study. Inclusion criteria were:
age 18 years and older; liver MRI with a multi-b diffusion-
weighted sequence; histopathological assessment of the
tumour and non-tumorous liver parenchyma performed by
liver biopsy or after surgical resection. Ninety-seven
patients were identified based on the inclusion criteria.

The diffusion-weighted images in the patients were
obtained using the same 1.5-T MRI system and surface coil
described above for the phantom study. The multi-b single-
shot echo-planar diffusion-weighted acquisition had the fol-
lowing parameters: repetition time/echo time 305/57 ms,
matrix 80×80 pixels, 320-mm field of view, 3 transverse
slices, slice thickness 4 mm, 11 b values (0, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 75, 100, 150, 300 and 500 s/mm2), 20 averages and 3
directions. Image acquisition was obtained with fat suppres-
sion (Spectral Presaturation with Inversion Recovery) and
free breathing. The acquisition time was 3 min 30 s.

Exclusion criteria were as follows: motion artefact on the
diffusion-weighted images precluding the analysis of the
diffusion parameters (7 patients); liver inflammation, fibro-
sis, cirrhosis or iron overload at histopathological evaluation
(71 patients). The final study population consisted of 19
patients, 12 women and 7 men, with a mean age of
50.7 years (range: 24–72 years for women; 37–74 years
for men). The median interval between magnetic resonance
imaging and biopsy (n016) or surgical resection (n03) was
14.5 days (range: 0–90 days).

For the patients included in the study, the non-tumourous
liver biopsies were retrospectively reviewed by an experi-
enced hepatobiliary pathologist who was unaware of imag-
ing results. This evaluation confirmed the absence of
steatosis, inflammation, fibrosis and iron (n014, normal
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liver) or the presence of isolated liver steatosis (n05), and
grading was performed according to the Brunt classification
[18]: three patients had grade 1 steatosis (number of
hepatocytes containing fat: 5–33 %), one grade 2 (33–66 %)
and one grade 3 (> 66 %).

Image interpretation

Regions of interest were placed on the diffusion-weighted
images by one of the authors with 5-year experience in MRI,
blinded to the results of histopathology. The regions of
interest were placed within the center of each test phantom
to avoid edge artefacts and in the right liver avoiding large
vessels and focal liver lesions. The absence of a liver lesion
or large vessel in the region of interest was confirmed by
visually comparing the region of interest positioned on the
diffusion-weighted, T1- and T2-weighted images. The
mean area for the regions of interest was 4.3±0.5 cm2 in
the lipid emulsion-based phantoms and 18±6.8 cm2 in
patients.

The apparent diffusion coefficient was measured using a
monoexponential model [19] with the following equation:

Sb=S0 ¼ expð�bADCÞ ð1Þ
where ADC (10-3 mm2/s) is the apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient, Sb the signal intensity for each b value and S0 the
signal intensity at b0.

The other diffusion coefficients were measured using a
bi-exponential fit [19] with the following equation:

Sb=S0 ¼ 1� fð Þexpð�bDÞ þ fexpð�bðDþD*ÞÞ ð2Þ

where, f (%) is the fraction of diffusion linked to microcir-
culation, D (10-3 mm2/s) the true diffusion coefficient and
D* (10-3 mm2/s) the perfusion-related diffusion coefficient.

The algorithms were implemented with purpose-built
software running under the ROOT environment (ROOT
5.22, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland). The reproducibility of
the diffusion parameter measurements has been reported
previously [20].

Statistical analysis

The results are reported as mean ± standard deviation. The
correlation between the fat fraction and the diffusion
coefficients for the lipid emulsion-based phantoms was
calculated with Spearman correlation coefficients (r). The
diffusion parameters of the patients with and without
isolated liver steatosis were compared with the Mann-
Whitney U test after Bonferroni correction. P≤0.01 was
considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.
Statistical analysis was performed with the MedCalc software
(MedCalc, Mariakerke, Belgium).

Results

The results of the diffusion parameter measurements in the
phantoms are given in Table 1. The apparent and pure
diffusion coefficients decreased from 2 and 2.1×10-3 mm2/
s for a fat fraction of 0 % to 1.42 and 1.49×10-3 mm2/s for a
fat fraction of 18 % with fat suppression and from 2.04 and
2.1×10-3 mm2/s for a fat fraction of 0 %, to 0.89 and 0.88×
10-3 mm2/s for a fat fraction of 18 % without fat suppres-
sion, respectively. A strong inverse correlation was found
between the fat fraction and apparent and pure diffusion
coefficients either with fat suppression (r0- 0.98, P<0.0001;
r0- 0.97, P<0.0001, respectively) or without fat suppression
(r0- 0.99, P<0.0001; r0- 0.99, P<0.0001, respectively). The
measured perfusion fractions (1.8±1% and 1±0.8 %with and
without fat suppression, respectively) and the perfusion-
related diffusion coefficients (6.7±3.5×10-3 mm2/s and
3.6±2.4×10-3 mm2/s) were almost zero.

In patients with normal livers, the pure diffusion coeffi-
cient was significantly higher than in patients with isolated
liver steatosis (1.18±0.09×10-3 mm2/s versus 0.96±0.16×
10-3 mm2/s, P00.005) (Figs. 1, 2 and 3). The apparent
diffusion coefficient, perfusion-related diffusion coefficient
and perfusion fraction did not differ significantly between
patients without and with isolated liver steatosis, but there
was a small decreasing trend of the apparent diffusion
coefficient in patients with liver steatosis (apparent dif-
fusion coefficient: 1.41±0.14×10-3 mm2/s versus 1.26±
0.25×10-3 mm2/s, P00.298; perfusion-related diffusion
coefficient: 99.9±2.18×10-3 mm2/s versus 99.6±3.79×
10-3 mm2/s, P00.754; perfusion fraction: 21±2 % versus
23±4 %, P00.431, respectively).

Discussion

In this study performed in lipid emulsion-based phantoms
and patients with and without isolated liver steatosis, we
observed that the presence of fat droplets decreases the
apparent and pure diffusion coefficients. In tissues contain-
ing both water and fat, it has been reported that slow
diffusion may be explained by a restriction of water diffu-
sion due to abundant lipids and by diffusion of mobile
lipids, a slow phenomenon occurring at a rate that is 100
times slower than water diffusion [21, 22]. The respective
influence of restricted water diffusion and slow lipid diffu-
sion on the decrease of the diffusion parameters in steatosis
is unknown. This influence will depend on the use of fat
suppression. Without fat suppression, both restricted water
diffusion and slow lipid diffusion may be observed, whereas
with perfect fat suppression, only restricted water diffusion
should be observed. Our findings in phantoms agree with
these concepts, as the diffusion parameter measurements
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were higher with than without fat suppression. In vivo,
perfect lipid signal suppression cannot be obtained because
of multiple technical and biological reasons, including the
fact that two of the fat spectrum peaks (olefinic acid at
5.3 ppm and glycerol at 4.2 ppm) have frequencies very
close to that of the water peak (at 4.7 ppm) [23]. These lipid
peaks, representing 8–10 % of the total fat spectrum, cannot
be suppressed at clinical field strengths without also sup-
pressing the water peak. Residual fat signal on fat sup-
pressed diffusion-weighted images may decrease the
measured diffusion parameters in two ways. First, slow lipid
diffusion may be observed in these fat areas. Second, resid-
ual fat signal on high b-value diffusion-weighted images
may artefactually decrease the measured diffusion parame-
ters [24, 25]. Regardless of the cause, our results show that
isolated liver steatosis decreases the diffusion parameter
measurements.

We observed similar results in liver steatosis and in
phantoms closely mimicking this clinical condition. In con-
trast to the lipid phantom models previously described in the
literature containing unmixed volumes of water and mineral
oil in a container, imaged with an oblique imaging plane
through the boundaries of both chemical environments to
obtain different concentrations of water and fat [26, 27], our
phantoms consisted of lipid emulsions, with lipid droplets

similar in size and concentration to the lipid inclusions in
hepatocytes. Indeed, as mentioned in Materials and
methods, the size of the lipid droplets in our phantoms
(0.6 μm) was close to that of intracellular fat droplets in
liver steatosis (about 1 μm). Moreover, the fat percentages
in the phantoms (0–18 %) covered a wide range of steatosis
severity. It has previously been shown that the percentage of
fat-containing hepatocytes is about 2.75 higher than the
percentage of fat on a volume basis [28]. This means that
a fat percentage of 18 % in the phantoms relates to almost
50 % fat-containing hepatocytes, i.e. moderate to severe
steatosis according to the Brunt classification [18].

With respect to the clinical study and to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first biopsy-proven study that reports
the definite influence of isolated liver steatosis with no other
pathological confounding factors on the diffusion parame-
ters. Until now, limited and conflicting results have been
published regarding the influence of steatosis on the diffu-
sion parameters. In most studies, no significant influence
was observed [5, 12, 13]. Recently, an inverse correlation
between the apparent diffusion coefficient and hepatic fat
fraction was reported in ex-vivo rat livers by Anderson et al.
[14] and in patients by Poyraz et al. [15]. However, these
two studies are limited by the absence of information about
the specific influence of steatosis, inflammation and fibrosis

Table 1 Apparent (ADC × 10-3 mm2/s) and pure (D × 10-3 mm2/s) diffusion coefficients measured without and with fat suppression in lipid
emulsion-based phantoms according to the fat fraction

Fat fraction (%) 0 3 5 7 9 12 14 16 18

r P

ADC without fat suppression 2.04 1.81 1.69 1.57 1.39 1.15 1.10 1.09 0.89 - 0.99 < 0.0001

ADC with fat suppression 2.00 1.94 1.81 1.74 1.69 1.68 1.61 1.54 1.42 - 0.98 < 0.0001

D without fat suppression 2.1 1.84 1.74 1.60 1.42 1.17 1.11 1.09 0.88 - 0.99 < 0.0001

D with fat suppression 2.1 2.02 1.90 1.82 1.76 1.75 1.68 1.62 1.49 - 0.97 < 0.0001

Fig. 1 Box and whisker plots showing the apparent (a) and pure (b)
diffusion coefficients (× 10-3 mm2/s) according to the presence or
absence of liver steatosis. Central box represents the values from the
first to third quartiles and the middle line represents the median. The
vertical line extends from the minimum to the maximum value within

1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are represented as individual
points. No significant difference in the apparent diffusion coefficient is
observed between the two groups (a). The pure diffusion coefficient
(b) is significantly lower in the steatotic group (P00.005)
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on the apparent diffusion coefficient measurements. Namely,
in the retrospective clinical study by Poyraz et al. [15],
liver biopsy was not obtained. In the ex-vivo study by
Anderson et al. [14], histopathology was available, but a
multivariate analysis of the influence of steatosis, inflam-
mation and fibrosis on the diffusion measurements was
not performed.

Moreover, except for the study of Lee et al. [13], only the
apparent diffusion coefficient was measured in these previ-
ous works. The apparent diffusion coefficient, a compound
parameter that includes influences from pure molecular dif-
fusion and perfusion-related diffusion, may be less sensitive
than the individual diffusion parameters to changes induced
by steatosis or fibrosis, as shown in our study and that of
Luciani et al. [9]. In nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, liver
perfusion is decreased because of reduced sinusoidal vol-
ume [29]. However, we did not observe a decrease of the
perfusion-related diffusion parameters in patients with liver
steatosis. Several factors may explain this apparent discrep-
ancy, such as the small number of patients with isolated liver
steatosis in our study and the known difficulty of obtaining
reliable results for the perfusion-related diffusion parameters
[30]. Moreover, decreased perfusion has mainly been
observed in steatohepatitis rather than in isolated steatosis,

because sinusoidal compression and distortion in steatohe-
patitis are caused not only by fat deposits within hepato-
cytes, but also by hepatocyte hydropic ballooning, fibrosis
of the space of Disse and leukocyte adhesion to the sinusoi-
dal endothelium [29, 31].

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging is not
used to quantify liver fat, since other methods, such as
proton spectroscopy and multi-echo gradient-echo imaging,
are accurate for that purpose [2, 32]. However, our results
show that liver steatosis may decrease the measured diffusion
parameters in chronic liver diseases. In addition to liver in-
flammation and decreased liver perfusion, which have previ-
ously been shown to decrease the diffusion parameters [5, 6, 8,
33], liver steatosis is hence a confounding factor when trying
to stage liver fibrosis at diffusion-weightedMRI. Concomitant
liver steatosis and fibrosis are often observed in chronic liver
diseases, not only in nonalcoholic and alcoholic steatohepa-
titis but also in chronic viral hepatitis [34].

In our study, the decrease of diffusion parameters in
patients with liver steatosis concerned the true diffusion
coefficient, but not the apparent diffusion coefficient, calcu-
lated with a monoexponential approach using 11 b values
ranging from 0 to 500 s/mm2. It has been recently recom-
mended to calculate the apparent diffusion coefficient with a

Fig. 2 Diffusion-weighted image at b010 s/mm2 (a) and the same
image with a superimposed parametric color map of the pure diffusion
coefficient (b), with a scale in mm2/s, of a 68-year old woman without
liver steatosis. The measured pure diffusion coefficient was 1.3 mm2/s.

The region of interest was placed in the right lobe, away from regions
with apparent increases of diffusion. This apparent increase of diffu-
sion in the left lobe may be explained by the flow in the large hepatic
veins and transmitted cardiac motion

Fig. 3 Diffusion-weighted
image at b010 s/mm2 (a) and
the same image with a
superposed parametric color
map of the pure diffusion
coefficient (b), with a scale
in mm2/s, in a 52-year old
woman with liver steatosis.
The measured pure diffusion
coefficient (0.82 mm2/s) was
lower than that observed in a
patient with normal liver
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monoexponential approach using at least 2 b values>100 s/
mm2 to avoid the perfusion effect on the measured value
[35]. In this case, the apparent diffusion coefficient equals
the true diffusion coefficient and liver steatosis also
decreases the apparent diffusion coefficient calculated with
this method.

Our study has limitations. First, the number of included
patients was small, because we excluded all patients with
combined fat infiltration, iron overload, fibrosis and/or in-
flammation. The small cohort of patients with isolated liver
steatosis might explain why we have not found a significant
difference in the apparent diffusion coefficient between the
two subgroups of patients since this composite parameter is
less sensitive than the pure diffusion coefficient. Because of
the small number of patients, we did not correlate the
diffusion parameters with liver fat fractions. However, our
phantom study suggests that an increasing fat fraction cor-
relates with a decreasing diffusion. A larger prospective
study in patients with isolated liver steatosis is needed to
confirm these findings.

Secondly, we acquired free-breathing echo-planar
diffusion-weighted imaging and physiological motion is
always a concern when studying the microscopic displace-
ment of protons. However, good reproducibility of the dif-
fusion parameters was reported with free breathing or
navigator-echo triggered sequences [35, 36].

In conclusion, our results show that the presence of fat
droplets decreases the diffusion parameters and suggest that
steatosis may have confounding effects when measuring the
diffusion parameters at MRI.
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